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Chunk options (small exercise)

My setup chunk looks like

` ̀`{r setup, include=F, cache=F}
knitr::opts_chunk$set(comment=NA, error=T, cache=T, autodep=T)
library("litdata")
library("dplyr")
library("tidyr")
` ̀`

The chunk name is setup; it loads the libraries in question and sets certain chunk options.
But the setup chunk itself is an exception to those options: it is set to cache=F (because
you can’t cache library calls, it turns out); and include=F means that the code is run but
neither the code nor the results are in the final PDF. (But then why are these lines of code
here, you ask? They are not the actual setup chunk but a dummy duplicate.)

Visualization and descriptive statistics

txl <- read.csv("three-percent.csv", as.is=T, encoding="UTF-8") %>%
filter(Year < 2015) %>%
rename(Language=Lanuage)

txl_priced <- txl %>%
filter(!is.na(Price)) %>%
filter(str_detect(Price, "^\\d*\\.\\d\\d$")) %>%
mutate(Price=as.numeric(Price))

po <- txl_priced %>%
filter(Genre == "Poetry")

Univariate descriptive statistics

Central tendencies

Mean price:
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mean(po$Price)

[1] 17.53941

Median:

median(po$Price)

[1] 16.95

Mode:

price_table <- table(po$Price)
po_mode <- price_table[which.max(price_table)]
po_mode

14.95
39

Which displays the number of occurrences of the modal price as well as the value itself. If
we wanted to extract the value, we’d need:

names(po_mode) # but has been converted back to character

[1] "14.95"

Here is a dplyr way of deriving the mode:

po %>% group_by(Price) %>%
summarize(price_count=n()) %>%
top_n(1, price_count) %>%
slice(1)

Source: local data frame [1 x 2]

Price price_count
1 14.95 39

The median and the mean differ because the distribution of prices is not symmetric: it is
skewed slightly left, which pulls the mean down. As for the mode, there is no reason why
any one particularly frequent value should overwhelm the average tendencies of the other
values, though in a sample like this one, with relatively few data points, a mode with even
a moderate frequency does indeed contribute quite a bit to the mean.
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Dispersion

The standard deviation (which I didn’t ask you to compute) is

sd(po$Price)

[1] 4.644221

Here is the five-number summary:

min(po$Price)

[1] 9.99

quantile(po$Price, 0.25)

25%
14.95

median(po$Price)

[1] 16.95

quantile(po$Price, 0.75)

75%
19.95

max(po$Price)

[1] 39.95

Actually, quantile can take a vector of quantiles:

quantile(po$Price, c(0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1))

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
9.99 14.95 16.95 19.95 39.95

or even:
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quantile(po$Price, seq(from=0, to=1, by=0.25))

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
9.99 14.95 16.95 19.95 39.95

R even gives you a shortcut:

fivenum(po$Price)

[1] 9.99 14.95 16.95 19.95 39.95

But it is more common to use the summary function:

summary(po$Price)

Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.
9.99 14.95 16.95 17.54 19.95 39.95

which also gives you the mean. Many different types of data respond to the summary method
in R, as it happens. Applied to a data frame, summary yields summary information about
each column. Categorical columns are summarized by counts of each factor level.

Plotting the distribution

po_price_bar <- ggplot(po, aes(Price)) + geom_bar(binwidth=1)
po_price_bar

Notice that the binwidth is specified in the same units as x (not in say pixels or inches);
that is to say, the x scale transformation is applied to its value.

Small multiples!

po_price_bar + facet_wrap(~ Year)

Note that I saved the earlier plot as a variable, po_price_bar, and was then able to apply
the faceting to it in this step using +.
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Figure 1: Distribution of poetry translation prices, 2008–2014
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Figure 2: The same, split by year
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po %>% group_by(Year) %>%
summarize(mean=mean(Price), median=median(Price)) %>%
print_tabular

Year mean median
2008 17 16
2009 18 17
2010 18 17
2011 19 18
2012 19 19
2013 19 17
2014 15 15

Small duples!

Here are the density plots:

ggplot(txl_priced, aes(Price)) + geom_density() +
facet_wrap(~ Genre, ncol=1)

Bivariate description

Setup

I gave you featurize and feature_frame. The former is old hat:

featurize <- function (ll) {
result <- unlist(strsplit(ll, "\\W+"))
result <- result[result != ""]
tolower(result)

}

The latter, a file-reading-and-aggregating function, is slightly less fancy than the
body_feature_list function you developed in homework 6, since it assumes there is
no paratext to trim:

feature_frame <- function (fs) {
frms <- list()
for (j in seq_along(fs)) {

ll <- readLines(fs[j], encoding="UTF-8")
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Figure 3: Poetry and fiction translation price distributions
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words <- featurize(ll)
frms[[j]] <- data.frame(title=basename(fs[j]),

feature=words,
stringsAsFactors=F)

}

do.call(rbind, frms)
}

Notice that the return value is just the last line. It rbinds together the whole list of data
frames (one for each novel) in frms.
Now we obtain the feature counts (or, if you like, “bags of words”) for each novel:

novels <- feature_frame(file.path("e20c-novels", list.files("e20c-novels")))
novel_counts <- novels %>%

group_by(title, feature) %>%
summarize(count=n())

file.path is pretty much the same as str_c but it uses / as the separator. list.files
lists files within a folder. This is one way to produce a list of paths to all the files in a folder.
The other, slightly more concise idiom, is Sys.glob("e20c-novels/*").

Zipf x 4

A faceted scatterplot of the frequencies against the inverse ranks for the top twenty words
in each of the four novels:

# this will be grouped by title because `novel_counts` is
zipf_ranks <- novel_counts %>%

top_n(20, count) %>%
# add the rank column:
mutate(word_rank=dense_rank(desc(count)))

# still grouped by title
inv_ranks <- zipf_ranks %>%

mutate(inverse_rank=1 / word_rank)

ggplot(inv_ranks, aes(inverse_rank, count)) +
geom_point() +
# add the line of best fit
geom_smooth(method="lm") +
facet_wrap(~ title) +
xlab("1 / rank") +
ylab("word count")
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Figure 4: Zipf’s law in four novels
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xlab(nn) is a shortcut for scale_x_continuous(name=nn); similarly for ylab. You can use
them if you don’t need to change anything else about the scale transformation.

Correlation

# inv_ranks is already grouped by title
inv_ranks %>%

summarize(r=cor(inverse_rank, count)) %>%
print_tabular(digits=2)

title r
blue-lagoon.txt 0.99
sheik.txt 0.93
three-weeks.txt 0.92
way-of-an-eagle.txt 0.84

More power

zipf_logs <- zipf_ranks %>%
mutate(log_count=log(count), log_rank=log(word_rank))

zipf_logs %>%
summarize(r=cor(log_rank, log_count)) %>%
print_tabular(digits=2)

title r
blue-lagoon.txt -0.99
sheik.txt -0.93
three-weeks.txt -0.97
way-of-an-eagle.txt -0.92

These correlations are negative because the word count decreases as its rank increases (be-
cause rank 1 is the most frequent). The logs follow the same trend (x > y if and only if
log(x) > log(y)). Here are the plots:

ggplot(zipf_logs, aes(log_rank, log_count)) +
geom_point() +
geom_smooth(method="lm") +
facet_wrap(~ title) +
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xlab("log word rank") +
ylab("log word count")
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Figure 5: Zipf’s law, log-log plots

The “fit” looks rather better on the log-log plots than it did on the inverse-rank plot, though
the correlations are noticeably different only for Three Weeks and The Way of an Eagle.

A quartet

Tidying anscombe:

a_qt <- anscombe %>%
mutate(obs=seq_along(x1)) %>% # number rows so we can spread later
gather("key", "value", -obs) %>% # key is x1, x2, ... y1, y2, ...
separate(key, c("key", "group"), 1) %>% # x1 is key=x, group=1, etc.
spread(key, value) # spread out x and y columns

The descriptive statistics:
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a_qt %>%
group_by(group) %>%
summarize(mean(x), mean(y),

sd(x), sd(y),
cor(x, y)) %>%

print_tabular(digits=2)

group mean(x) mean(y) sd(x) sd(y) cor(x, y)
1 9.00 7.50 3.32 2.03 0.82
2 9.00 7.50 3.32 2.03 0.82
3 9.00 7.50 3.32 2.03 0.82
4 9.00 7.50 3.32 2.03 0.82

These numbers have been carefully made up for all of these descriptive statistics to be more
or less identical! But when we plot the data, we discover that the four groups are not at all
like one another:

ggplot(a_qt, aes(x, y)) + geom_point() +
geom_smooth(method="lm", fullrange=T) +
facet_wrap(~ group)

(I didn’t expect you to use fullrange=T, but I’ve added it to produce the usual Anscombe’s
quartet plot. By default, geom_smooth doesn’t want to encourage you to extrapolate beyond
the range of the sample, but if you set fullrange=T it extends the smoothing line to the
edges of the plot.)
The point is not that you should never think about statistics or summary measures but that
you have to plot your data and think carefully about its distributional characteristics in
order to interpret any quantities you derive from the data. Really we could say this about
all generalization, not just the quantitative kind.

Plotting categorical variables

Reordering

langs <- txl %>% group_by(Language) %>%
summarize(titles=n()) %>%
top_n(10, titles)

lang_dist_plot <- ggplot(langs, aes(x=Language, y=titles)) +
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Figure 6: Anscombe’s quartet
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geom_bar(stat="identity") +
scale_x_discrete(limits=langs$Language[order(langs$titles)])

lang_dist_plot
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Figure 7: A rearranged x axis

[Edited 4/20/15. The homework correctly tells you to use the limits parameter to
scale_x_discrete, but I had used breaks instead, which doesn’t change the column
ordering. limits controls the order of the categories on the scale (and which categories
appear; you can omit categories this way if you like).] The key is to subscript the Language
column using the ordering of the titles column.

Graphical refinement

Let’s polish this plot. Skim the help for the theme function. From the example under
“Manipulate Axis Attributes” you should be able to figure out how to rotate the country
labels to run vertically using element_text inside your call to theme.
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lang_dist_plot + theme(axis.text.x=element_text(angle=90))
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Figure 8: The same, with sideways labels

Further refinement

We’ll keep using our handy lang_dist_plot variable:

lang_dist_plot +
geom_text(aes(label=Language), vjust=-1, size=2.5) +
theme(axis.text.x=element_blank())

Why does this work? Each geom is said to inherit all the aesthetic mappings that have been
attached to the plot. Since we already mapped x and y, the text geom will likewise use
x=Language and y=titles as mappings: it will place its text at the x positions corresponding
to a given language and y positions corresponding to the titles. These are the tops of the
bars. But what text to print? This is the label aesthetic, which we map, again, to Language.
And finally we have a constant value (outside aes()) to ensure that the text does not collide
with the top of the bars, the vertical adjustment parameter vjust.
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Figure 9: The same, with fancier label placement
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As a bonus—I didn’t ask you to do this—we also deal with the oversized text labels by
adjusting their type size. The size aesthetic of geom_text sets the text size, but unfortu-
nately you have to do some guesswork to figure out the right setting for your plot (the size
is in millimeters, apparently, but then the plot is scaled according to your knitr settings for
figure sizes).1

Catching up with Jockers (sort of)

The setup code I gave you was:

ecco <- read.csv("ecco-headers.csv", as.is=T, encoding="UTF-8")
ecco_titles <- ecco %>%

select(title) %>%
mutate(id=seq_along(title)) %>%
group_by(id) %>%
do({

data_frame(feature=featurize(.$title))
})

[Edited, 4/20/15. The homework do line had a superfluous id column, but do always adds
columns corresponding to the grouping variable automatically. So here the do expression
should yield a one-column data frame, and the id column will be tacked on. The homework
version is okay, because the extra identical id column is just automatically overwritten.]
The next step was to produce the data frame with the TTR numbers:

ecco_ttrs <- ecco_titles %>%
group_by(id, feature) %>%
summarize(count=n()) %>%
summarize(title_length=sum(count),

ttr=n() / sum(count))

Notice the two summarize operations. In the first one, we are simply getting the word counts
for each word in each title. In the second one, we simultaneously calculate the word length
of the title and the TTR.
The spot check: ecco$title[1000] is “Three memorials on French affairs: Written in the
years 1791, 1792 and 1793. By the late Right Hon. Edmund Burke..” And

1One can do much fancier typography on plots but the methods are a bit arcane, involving a package
known as “TikZ” (which stands for “TikZ ist kein Zeichenprogramm,” which gives you an idea of the
disposition of its author) and a bunch of annoying settings tweaks to get it to work in concert with knitr.
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ecco_ttrs[1000, ]

Source: local data frame [1 x 3]

id title_length ttr
1 1000 20 0.95

That is to say, there is only one repeated “word” in this title, “the,” and we have counted
twenty words, so the type-token ratio is 19/20 = 0.95.

A correlation

Here is the correlation calculation:

ecco_ttrs %>%
summarize(cor(title_length, ttr)) %>% unlist()

cor(title_length, ttr)
-0.6782254

(unlist, in order to get just the single number in the output). This does indeed confirm
that longer titles have lower TTRs.

A join

First, we derive a data frame with the same id column and just the year of publication.

ecco_pubdates <- ecco %>%
select(pubdate) %>%
mutate(id=seq_along(pubdate)) %>%
mutate(pubdate=as.numeric(str_extract(pubdate, "\\d{4}"))) %>%
filter(!is.na(pubdate))

# correct one erroneous date:
ecco_pubdates$pubdate[ecco_pubdates$pubdate == 1607] <- 1707

[Edited, 4/26/15. The homework erroneously suggests that some items are missing pubdates
at this step and need to be discarded. Actually the str_extract call finds a pubdate for
every item in ecco.] The next step is to combine ecco_pubdates with ecco_titles, making
use of the fact that they both follow the same id values.
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pubdates_titles <- inner_join(ecco_pubdates, ecco_titles, by="id")

ecco_titles, remember, has two columns: id and feature. The joined data frame adds a
third column, pubdate, with the very same pubdate for every feature row with a given id.
The first few rows look like this:

head(pubdates_titles)

pubdate id feature
1 1706 1 the
2 1706 1 basset
3 1706 1 table
4 1706 1 a
5 1706 1 comedy
6 1706 1 as

If we didn’t have an entry in ecco_pubdates for every single id in our ecco_titles data
frame, the inner join would discard all the rows in ecco_titles with the absent ids. That
doesn’t happen in this case. (Other kinds of join do other things when the match isn’t
perfect: look up the descriptions of left_join and full_join).
Notice that we could have gotten an equivalent result with

pubdates_titles <- inner_join(ecco_titles, ecco_pubdates, by="id")
head(pubdates_titles)

Source: local data frame [6 x 3]
Groups: id

id feature pubdate
1 1 the 1706
2 1 basset 1706
3 1 table 1706
4 1 a 1706
5 1 comedy 1706
6 1 as 1706

The only difference is the order of the columns in the result; the rows are the same.
inner_join is special for having this nice symmetric property (full_join has it too, but
not left_join, semi_join, or any of the others).
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Visualize the time series

Our pubdates_titles data frame is now nicely set up to calculate the hapax richness:

hapax <- pubdates_titles %>%
group_by(pubdate, feature) %>%
summarize(count=n()) %>% # derive per-year feature counts
summarize(hapax_richness=mean(count == 1))

mean(count == 1) is a shorthand you’ve seen before, equivalent to the rather easier to
decipher expression: sum(count == 1) / n(). After the first summarize, we have a data
frame with one row for each feature in each year. So we find the number of features which
are hapax legomena for that year’s titles and then divide by the total number of different
features found in that year. (You might think we need n_distinct(feature) but because
we have already grouped by feature and then summarized, we know there is only one row
per feature per year before our second summarize.)
Here is the plot:

ggplot(hapax, aes(pubdate, hapax_richness)) +
geom_bar(stat="identity") +
xlab("Publication date") +
ylab("Hapax richness")
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Figure 10: Hapax legomena in each year’s worth of titles
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I like to use bars when I am visualizing time series of proportions. The bars visually signify
that we have aggregated things together. It’s also very common, however, to use lines for
time series (think about charts of stock prices), and, especially if you have a lot of proportions
close to 1, using bars puts a lot of ink on the page (or dark pixels on the screen). That’s one
reason to adjust the bar width2 and color a little:

ggplot(hapax, aes(pubdate, hapax_richness)) +
geom_bar(stat="identity", width=0.25, color="gray80") +
xlab("Publication date") +
ylab("Hapax richness") +
theme_bw()
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Figure 11: The same, but more spindly

theme_bw is one of several functions (see help(theme_bw) for a list of the others) that set a
whole bunch of theme properties at once. You can tweak further by writing theme_bw() +
theme(...) and filling in ... with extra adjustments.
The default line chart with geom_line is problematic, because, unlike the bars, the y axis
does not start at 0. But we can fix that:

2It turns out that geom_bar only uses the width aesthetic mapping when either you have set
stat="identity" or you are using the default stat="bin" but your x mapping is from a categorical variable
(factor or string). If stat_bin is binning numerical values, it forces your bars to take up the full graphical
width of each bin on the x axis.
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ggplot(hapax, aes(pubdate, hapax_richness)) +
geom_line(group=1) +
xlab("Publication date") +
scale_y_continuous(name="Hapax richness", limits=c(0, 1))
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Figure 12: The same, but with a line

The thicker bars and this very jagged line both emphasize each number in the series sepa-
rately, I think: that dip near 1750 calls for attention. As it turns out, the dip is probably an
artifact of the relatively large number of titles in that year (more titles means more words,
which means we are likely to see a lower hapax richness): consider the number of titles
around that year:
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pubdates_titles %>% group_by(pubdate) %>%
summarize(titles=n_distinct(id),

words=n()) %>%
filter(pubdate > 1745, pubdate < 1751) %>%
rename(year=pubdate) %>%
print_tabular()

year titles words
1746 10 171
1747 7 91
1748 26 531
1749 15 288
1750 9 212

The upshot is that whenever you are doing division, take a close look at your denominators.3

3When I typed up this solution set initially, this final table was disagreeably split across the bottom of
one page and the start of the next one. Take a look at the R markdown code for this document to see the
fix. I use the LaTeX macro \newpage to make a page break where I want one.
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